FertiBug

I hate the smell of
ALGAE

Patented./TM

FOOD SECURITY- SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTUREBIOECONOMY
The basic idea-

Delia Radicum

is to use algae as a repellent to the Cabbage Root Fly
As a carrier of the dead ALGAE we use pelletized fiber of fermented manure Thus
we can fertilize and protect the crop of Brassicas from the attacks of the
Cabbage Root Fly in one operation. Tested at NTNU.Td. in 2004, with promising results.
Advanced developement in FP7 at Fraunhofer IGB, Univ. of West Hungary and SMEs in Europe in2008/11.
Why Fertibug ?
A brand new approach, initiating a new era, as to plant protection, that does not
harm people or environment including insects, in any way . Safe to handle. Can be
used by all- professional growers, home gardeners and urban growers, without
protective equipment commonly used spraying pesticides. In field tests in
Hungary/Spain we got an increase of yield up to 80 % depending on type of
Brassicas. Thus, Fertibug meets the UN’s SDG goals, as to food safety and
suffisient food for everyone, when it comes to Brassicas , all done in a sustainable
way.
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Tasks to be done
1
2
3

Get an approval before marketing in EU
Establish a pilot-scale ,expandable, production unit of ALGAE at Bioskiva AS in Norway
Establish production at key biogas plant preferably in district with a large production of
Brassicas giving short distance between production and market and very small footprints
environmentally seen. Do field test as a start where they intend to use Fertibug.
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The farmer intend just to scare me
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